The Most Secure Encryption System Ever Created

7Tunnels Silencer™

Linked, Quantum-Proof Communications

For the Boardroom or the Battlefield
Mobility Shouldn’t Compromise Your Data Security
When you’re out of the office, the communications you
send can be easily intercepted by cybercriminals, giving
them powerful leverage against you, your company and
your shareholders. Hostile nations and bad actors are
harvesting emails, texts, VOIP calls and file transfers
knowing that emerging quantum computers will soon
allow them to expose the secrets encrypted within your
sensitive communications.

Total Future Secure Protection
The Silencer builds upon 7Tunnels PG7 technology to
create the most secure possible connection between
multiple users. Using proprietary software, PG7
Silencers are linked to create a web of dedicated
quantum-proof encryption tunnels. Whether linking
two or 20 Silencers, every user can communicate
securely with any other user in the web, without fear
that the encryption protecting those messages will ever
be exposed by quantum computers.
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Connect as many Silencers as you need, then communicate
via phone, tablet or laptop with perfect security.
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When You Need Absolute Security
Between Team Members...
Across the Room or Across the World.
Perfect Secrecy

Just like the PG7, the Silencer is a lightweight, portable electronic device (PED) that can be easily carried in your briefcase, bag or pocket. It’s simple to use and turns any Wi-Fi system – from coffee shops
and hotel rooms to conference centers and competitors’ offices – into a secure, trustworthy network.
And because Silencers are linked, the information sent and received when they’re in use is 100% protected with quantum-proof encryption.

Trusted by Fortune 500 Companies

7Tunnels encryption has been vetted and tested in real-world applications. After 12 months of proofof-concept testing, both DuPont and its spin-off, Corteva, now use 7Tunnels products to protect the
communications of their traveling executives.

Confirmed by Respected Computer Scientists and Engineers

7Tunnels quantum-proof encryption technology has been reviewed and analyzed by experts in cyber
and computer science, including two Georgia Tech professors, whose in-depth analysis of 7Tunnels
technology confirmed its performance and effectiveness.
The Batphone only exists in comics. The White House “red phone” is a Hollywood invention. But the
Silencer is real. So now you need to decide: who should be part of your 7Tunnels Silencer network?

7Tunnels Technology is protected by U.S. and international patents and pending patents
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